
OCEANOGRAPHY
THE OCEANS CONTROL THE WEATHER, ARE HOME TO MANY LIFE-FORMS, AND COULD
HAVE A HUGE IMPACT ON ALL OUR LIVES, YET THERE IS STILL MUCH TO LEARN
ABOUT THEM. THAT IS WHY OCEANOGRAPHY, THE SCIENCE OF OCEAN EXPLORATION,
IS SO IMPORTANT.

Oceanography is the science that investigates the many aspects of Earth’s oceans. Lots of
different scientists are involved in oceanography. Physical oceanographers study the circulation
of ocean waters, the motion of waves and tides, and the transfer of heat from one part of the
ocean to another. Biologists study the plant and animal life of the oceans and seas, while
chemists investigate the chemical makeup of seawater and the movement of nutrients through
the ocean system. Geologists research Earth processes taking place on the ocean floor and
around the shores.

People have always wanted to understand the world around them, but oceanography has proved
more valuable than simply providing knowledge. Because oceans cover so much of Earth’s
surface, they control the weather: rain and snow originate in the sea; warm ocean currents
prevent some countries in high latitudes from getting bitterly cold winters; and destructive
storms called hurricanes and typhoons that kill many people every year start their life over the
tropical oceans. A better understanding of how these processes work helps scientists predict
extreme weather, helping people take precautions to protect themselves.

KEY FACTS

The Phoenicians made studies of tides and currents in the Mediterranean
Sea 3,000 years ago. They were some of the first oceanographers.
The deepest ocean descent—to the bottom of the Marianas Trench—was
made in 1960.
Oceanographers plan to establish permanent ocean-floor observation
stations.

The oceans absorb much of the carbon dioxide that is produced on Earth, but they can also
release it. Careful monitoring of carbon dioxide levels in the oceans and the atmosphere is
important if experts are to understand global warming and how fast it is proceeding. The oceans
also have a wealth of resources that people use: fish and other animals for food, and oil and
natural gas for energy. And the seabed holds clues to some of the most important processes
taking place in Earth’s crust—processes that drive continents apart and create earthquakes.
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Early oceanography

Around 1000 B. C. E., the Phoenicians studied the Mediterranean Sea and parts of the North
Atlantic to enable them to make safe sea crossings on trading expeditions. However, although
both the Phoenicians and the ancient Greeks made simple observations about tides and
currents, many regard the later Greek philosopher Aristotle (c. 384–322 B. C. E.) as the founder
of oceanography. He produced the first significant descriptions of aquatic life-forms and
described 116 species of fishes, 24 crustaceans and annelid worms, and 40 different types of
mollusks. His careful observations led him to the conclusion that whales and dolphins are
mammals and not fish. Because travel was so slow and treacherous at that time, however,
Aristotle was unable to extend his studies beyond the Aegean Sea.

During the 15th and 16th centuries B. C. E., there was a huge growth in trade between Europe
and other parts of the world. Many of the most important trade links followed sea routes.
Increased travel led to many new discoveries about the oceans and the organisms that live in
them. Later, great contributions to oceanography were made by Edward Forbes (1815–1854),
although he wrongly believed that there was no life in the oceans at depths greater than 1,800
feet (550 m), and Charles Darwin (1809–1882). Darwin collected and studied numerous marine
organisms during his expedition on HMS Beagle from 1831 to 1836. He was the first to
understand that some types of coral reefs form when oceanic islands subside, and his
observations on the expedition helped him formulate his theory of natural selection (a theory
used to explain how organisms evolved to their present-day forms). The Challenger expedition
of the 1870s was the first to map the ocean floor and discover the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Until the middle of the 20th century, scientists relied largely on nets, grabs, and dredges to
collect samples that were seen only when brought to the surface; they could not be observed in
their natural environment. Otis Barton (1899–1992) invented the submersible bathysphere,
which revolutionized oceanography. With William Beebe (1877–1962), he descended to 3,028
feet (923 m) near Bermuda in 1934 and was able to observe fish and other organisms in their
deep-sea environment. The self contained underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA)—which
makes shallow-water research relatively easy—underwater photography, sonar sensing devices
to map the seafloor, and crewed submersibles are all additional modern technologies for
exploring the oceans.

Crewed submersibles and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) can take samples on the seabed,
measure water temperature, record the chemical composition of the seawater, and film and
photograph organisms and geological features. Currents and areas of warmer and cooler water
can be mapped. All of these technological advances have aided scientists’ understanding of the
ocean, but there is still much more to be learned.

FOCUS ON

EXPLORING THE DEPTHS

The launchpad of modern scientific oceanography was the expedition of HMS
Challenger, which set sail from Portsmouth, England, in 1872. Under the
guidance of Sir Charles Wyville Thomson (1830–1882), this converted naval
vessel sailed more than 70,000 miles (112,000 km) in the North and South
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Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans.

When Challenger returned to England in 1876, its scientists brought news of
astonishing discoveries. They had mapped many of the main contours of the
ocean basins, including the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, a feature that researchers
pondered over for many years. They had found what was then the deepest
known point on the ocean floor, the 26,850-foot (8,200-m) Challenger Deep in
the Mariana Trench, east of the Philippines. The scientists had also discovered
and described 4,717 previously unknown species of marine life, including many
from the greatest ocean depths, places that were previously thought devoid of
animal life.

DISCOVERIES
For centuries people had thought the bottom of the oceans was a vast, lifeless desert. William
Beebe and Otis Barton were the first people to go to great depths when they conducted dives in
a bathysphere 4 feet 9 inches (1.45 m) in diameter. In August 1934, they descended 3,028 feet
(923 m) below the water’s surface. Beebe described how he "saw some creatures, several feet
long, dart toward the window, turn sideways and—explode. At the flash, which was so strong
that it illuminated my face and the inner sill of the window, I saw the great red shrimp and the
outpouring flood of flame." Beebe had witnessed bioluminescence, the light that many deep-sea
animals use. Many people did not believe Beebe’s claims, but bioluminescence was later shown
to be common in the deep sea.

In 1960 U. S. Navy officer Don Walsh and Swiss scientist Jacques Piccard were lowered a
record-breaking 35,800 feet (10,900 m) to the bottom of the deepest point of the Mariana
Trench in a submersible named Trieste II. The descent into this pitch-black zone took four

hours, and the pressure on the submersible was 16,000 pounds per square inch (1,125 kg/cm2)
but Walsh reported seeing a flatfish near the bottom of the descent; waters of that depth had
previously been assumed to be lifeless. Brotulid fish are known to inhabit depths of at least 5
miles (8 km) in the Puerto Rico Trench, in the Caribbean Sea.

The process by which new seafloor rock is created, very slowly pushing continents apart, was
proposed by Alfred Wegener (1880–1930) in 1912, but it was impossible to prove until
submersibles could dive deep enough to take samples from the seabed. Scientists were able to
do this in 1974, when the submersible Alvin and two French craft dived to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
to take samples.

IN SIGHT

BRINE POOLS AND ICE WORMS

Two of the more unusual oceanographic discoveries of the late 20th century
were accumulations of methane/water ice and cold brine pools. Brine pools are
reservoirs of very salty water (five times saltier than seawater) discovered on
the continental shelves and continental slopes at depths of 1,600 to 3,200 feet
(500 to 975 m). They are so dense that a submersible cannot power its way
through them.
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Around the pools are rich concentrations of fish, mussels, tube worms, and
other invertebrates. Photosynthesis is not possible at these depths, because no
sunlight penetrates. However, bacteria are able to perform chemosynthesis,
converting methane gas and hydrogen sulfide into food that supports mussels,
clams, shrimp, and tube worms around the margins of the brine pools. In places
where methane gas seeps up through sediments to the seabed in deep water,
where water pressure is great and temperatures very cold, it sometimes forms
crystal accumulations (despite having a temperature around 43°F, or 6°C).
Incredibly, eyeless, segmented worms up to 2 inches (5 cm) long were
discovered alive in the icy deposits in 1997.

FUTURE
In summer 2002, the NeMO (New Millennium Observatory) Project sent a submersible to
monitor activity at the Axial Volcano, 4,700 feet (1,433 m) down on the Pacific seabed off the
Oregon coast. NeMO scientists plan to use an uncrewed autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
to continue this work in future years. Observations of volcanic or earthquake activity would be
sent from the AUV to a buoy floating on the ocean surface, then via satellite to a land station.
Similar monitoring schemes around the world could help scientists predict earthquakes and
provide more information about submarine geological processes. Monitoring sea temperatures
more effectively would help meteorologists forecast more accurately when and where tropical
storms will develop and how the flow of the great warm and cool ocean currents is changing;
these currents exert a great influence on weather and climate. Measuring the steady retreat of
the arctic and antarctic pack ice gives information about the speed with which Earth’s
atmosphere is warming and could help people at risk from rising sea levels.

With terrestrial reserves of oil and natural gas fast declining, AUVs could also be useful in
prospecting for these valuable resources under the oceans. The oceans themselves could
become a far more important source of energy than they are at present: by converting the
motion of waves into electricity, many energy needs could be met. The tourist industry has
benefited immensely from oceanography. In the future it may be possible for vacationers to visit
the ocean depths in submersibles to see bioluminescent fish and hydrothermal vents.

FOCUS ON

The submersible Alvin was first operational in 1964 and has helped scientists
make some of the most astonishing discoveries about the oceans. Named for
the cartoon chipmunk and operated by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, this submersible can take a crew of three to a depth of 14,764 feet
(4,500 m).

Alvin has a strong, pressurized hull, crew compartments, life-support systems,
cameras, sonar, and 12 powerful spotlights to illuminate the dark deep-sea
environments. Its mechanical arms enable the crew to collect samples. Alvin
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can hover, maneuver in difficult terrain, and rest on the seabed when samples
are being collected.

Alvin has had an exciting career. In 1966 it located a hydrogen bomb that was
accidentally dropped into the Mediterranean Sea; then in 1974 it participated in
an expedition to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. In 1977 researchers using Alvin
discovered the first known hydrothermal vents near the Galápagos Islands.
Then in the mid-1980s Alvin located the wreck of the cruise liner Titanic in the
Atlantic and discovered cold brine pools in the Gulf of Mexico.

Alvin has made more than 3,500 deep dives, and although its diving days are
not yet over, more advanced submersibles will probably be involved in many of
the oceanographic discoveries of the 21st century.
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